The complex time WKB approximation is an effective tool in studying particle production in curved spacetime. We use it in this work to understand the formation of classical condensate in expanding de Sitter spacetime. The CWKB leads to the emergence of thermal spectrum that depends crucially on horizons (as in de Sitter spacetime) or observer dependent horizons ( as in Rindler spacetime). A connection is sought between the horizon and the formation of classical condensate. We concentrate on de Sitter spacetime and study the cosmological perturbation of k = 0 mode with various values of m/H 0 . We find that for a minimally coupled free scalar field for m 2 /H 2 0 < 2, the one-mode occupation number grows more than unity soon after the physical wavelength of the mode crosses the Hubble radius and soon after diverges as
Introduction
An important aspect of cosmological perturbation is that they are of quantum origin but eventually they become classical as they are (or source) responsible for classical density perturbation. A general trend to approach this problem is to consider the interaction between 'subsystem' and 'environment' such that the subsystem decoheres during evolution. The quantum fluctuations that originate in the early universe thereby undergo quantum to classical transition being stretched to astronomical size due to inflation. The works in this direction will be found in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The decoherence due to particle production is another approach in which it is argued that the particle production during evolution decoheres the quantum fluctuations. Here we need not require to introduce interaction between the subsystem and the environment. Clazetta and Hu [15] studied decoherence of a mean field by its quantm fluctuations, and Clazetta and Gonorazky [16] considered fluctuations in a model with nonlinear coupling. In [17] decoherence is studied through particle production. The initial works in this direction are due to Guth and pi [18] , Lyth [19] , Polarski and Starobinski [20] , and Lesgurgese [21] .
Let us try to understand how decoherence is obtained through particle production. Guth and Pi showed that at late times the wavefunction of long-wavelenght modes behave as classical Gaussian probability distribution whereas Lyth pointed out that the wavepacket of massless modes in de Sitter space does not spread and this property is attributed to classicalization of fluctuation. In [20, 21] one looks at the free fields and the classicalization of the modes occur due to particular property of de Sitter spacetime. In this approach the decoherence emerges without invoking any interaction which is deemed essential in usual decoherence studies. One easist way to study classical nature of a quantum variable is look at the condition under which it bcomes classical. For example, the canonical coordinate will behave like a classical variable if it approximately commutes with the canonically conjugate momentum. In expanding spacetime we are to choose a variable whose emergence is due solely to quantum behaviour of the fluctuation and in someway is related to classical density perturbation. One such quantity is particle occupation number. Asssuming that vacuum fluctuations (that are supposed to act as seeds of density perturbation)in de Sitter spacetime during evolution produce particles, as is usually the case in expanding spacetime, we can search for decoherence looking at how this occupation number behaves at late times. If the number of produced particle is enormously large, we can argue that the situation is ripe enough for the formation of classical condensate. In other words decoherence is accomplished through particle production. This approach is sometimes is known as 'decoherence without decoherence'. In de Sitter spacetime the classcal nature of fluctuation is usually 'assumed, or argued for in passing, by invoking Gibbons-Hawking radiation, or the horizons in de Sitter space'. We, in this work, will follow [17] but will adopt the CWKB (complex trajectory WKB) method of particle production. The reasons for doing so will be clarified in the text. We consider a massive field in de Sitter background and study the conditions under which the vacuum fluctuations in this spacetime evolve into classical fluctuations.
We discuss in section II the basics of CWKB particle production [22, 23, 24] and some immediate results that follow from it, espcially in de Sitter spacetime. A recent review of complex time method in cosmology will be found in [25] . We will concentrate on k = 0 expanding de Sitter spacetime for various values of mass or conformal coupling of a free, scalar field. In our previous works on CWKB particle production in expanding spacetime, the vacuua are fixed with respect to WKB modes at early and at late times such that | out > = | in >, and is identified as an act of particle production. Fixing the vacuum in this way results in the number of produced particles to be constant. To study decoherence it is necessary to study the evolution of out vacuum to calculate the instantaneous number of produced particles and investigate how far the CWKB works in this case. Basically we will be studying the CWKB particle production at any time. Another motivation behind the present study is that in CWKB, the emergence of Planckian spectrum for produced particles in expanding spacetime is very straightforward and is a general result. In de sitter spacetime the spectrum of produced particles depends on m/H 0 and is independent of k(unlike other spacetime). The classical nature of the fluctuation is then assumed for due to this thermalized spectrum. It is also therefore necessary to study this aspect through instantaneous particle production. In section III we take up the CWKB particle production at any time. In section IV we discuss the cosmological partcle production in a k = 0 expanding de Sitter universe with a Hubble parameter H 0 for various values of mass of a free, scalar field. In section V we discuss the numerical results obtained through CWKB particle production and compare with other results in this direction. In section VI we end up with a conclusion.
The CWKB and Particle Production
Let us review the particle production in complex time WKB approximation (CWKB). In FRW spacetime the temporal equation written in conformal time takes the form of a time dependent oscillator.
where
Here S(η) is the scale factor with ds
). In CWKB η is taken as complex and it is assumed that there is no turning point for real η but for complex η, there are two turning points given by ω 2 (η 1,2 ) = 0. The basic idea behind the CWKB particle production is that the particle production at any real point is not only contributed by real trajectories but also get contribution of complex trajectories. Whereas the real trajectory is unable to enter into the forbidden region, a complex trajectory can do it and after turning back from a complex turning point can emerge into real plane to contribute. Defining the action
the reflection coefficient R in CWKB is written as
Here η 1,2 are the two complex turning points such that ω 2 (η 1,2 ) = 0. The Bogolubov coefficient α k and β k related to particle production are then obtained from the relation
Without going into much details let us apply this result for a general expanding S(η) in FRW space time. Basically we are to calculate the integral
The advantage of CWKB is that we need not require here to obtain mode solutions to obtain the Bogolubov coefficients. For radiation dominated and de Sitter case the above integral can be exactly evaluated. However we adopt a different technique applicable to all spacetimes. From (5) the turning points are at S(η 12 ) = ±i k m
. If we evaluate |β k | using (4) and (5) we will find that only imaginary part of the integral contributes to the pair production and this contribution comes from the complex turning point. Thus
Writing dη = dS/(dS/dη), we carry out the integration in (6) by parts. The imaginary part contribution comes as
If dS/dη=constant, the above result is exact. In all cases
The ± in the exponent is related to the fact that the turning points are given by
. The emergence of thermal spectrum is now quite evident from the expression of |β k |. This is a general result for expanding spacetime. The emergence of thermal spectrum from the ω(η) = 0 condition suggests that the particle production associated at the turning point should not be considered as spurious effect as some authors [17] do. Carrying out the partial integration repeatedly, for de Sitter case we get the result with S(η) = −
where T = H 0 /2π. The emergence of the expression (9) from the approximate relation (8) motivates us to use the WKB modes to find out the number of particles at any time. This result is argued for in passing that the quantum fluctuations get classicalized due to particle production. Indeed this argument is quite robust and we will try to undesrstand this in the present work. Now the above result (9) is independent of η as well as is independent of k. It is therefore necessary to study if the emergence of thermalized spectrum does really have any connection with the classicalization of quantum fluctuations. In other words, we should study if the quantum fluctuations produce N >> 1 to generate the classical condensate or not and has any connection with the vanishing frequency.
Quantum Mechanics of Time Dependent Oscillator and Particle Production
Let us start with a time dependent oscillator given by
where the frequency ω k depends on η through the scale factor and coupling with the cuvature. We will study the behaviour of a particular k mode and henceforth omit the subscript k. If p = χ ′ denotes the canonical momentum of a mode χ, we can introduce annihilation and creation operators as follows:
We have introduced |ω| because we will be dealing with the situation when the frequency becomes complex. For real frequency the operators a and a † act like the usual annihilation and creation operators in harmonic osciillator problem with the number operators N = a † a and with the usual vacuum. For imaginary frequency, the excitation energy of the Hamiltonian will not be likehω. Here we follow mostly as in [17] and recheck the calculations, that is relevant to our discussion, due to some minor errors (however this does not change the basic conclusion of their work). We have tried to reproduce most of the essential results through CWKB and compare with that of [17] . We now find the rate of change of the number operator N = a † a using (11) and (12) and obtain
In obtaining (13) we have taken p ′ = χ ′′ = −ω 2 χ and replaced χ and p using (11) and (12) in terms of a and a † . Now it is evident from the expression (13) that we have two sources of particle production. The first term contributes when the the frequency is imaginary and vanishes for real frequency. The second term contributes for all frequencies. Most of the authors consider the second term in evaluating the particle production while considering the evolution of in vacuum to out vacuum through Bogolubov transformation technique between in and out vacuum. In CWKB, as we find in the previous section, the number of particles mostly depends on the complex path between the turning points. In other words the thermalized spectrum comes from the first term. It seems surprising. There should be some connection between the two terms in the right hand side of (13) . In CWKB the in and out vacuua are fixed by WKB modes and hence the Bogolubov coefficients turned to be constants. It is therefore necessary to study the evolution of out vacuum considering the initial state a Fock vacuum with N = 0. This will help us understand the emergence of WKB vacuum from the evolution of instantaneous out vacuum. In that case the number of produced particles will depend on η and if the number of produced particles N(η) is large we can say that the fluctuation χ has been classicalized. We will discuss this in section 3. Now we discuss the technique to calculate N(η) before we apply it to the discussion of de Sitter spacetime.
Let χ i and χ i ′ be the initial conditions at some η i . The operators a i and a † i obtained by replacing η by η i in (11) and (12) will specify the in vacuum. Thus any solution of (10) may be written as
We find A(η) and B(η) as follows. Let χ 1 (η) and χ 2 (η) be two independent solutions of (10) and write
We now use the initial conditions χ(η i ) = χ i and χ ′ (η i ) = χ i ′ in (15) and determine the constants C 1 and C 2 in terms of χ i and χ ′ i . We then compare (14) with (15) and find
Now we have two sets of vacuua, one defined by a i and a † i and the other by a and a † . These two vacuua are related through Bogolubov transformation
where α 11 and β 12 are the Bogolubov coefficients. To calculate β 12 we put χ and χ ′ in (12) from (14) and use
and compare it with (19) to get
Now we have a i |0 >= 0 by definition, so that we find
where |0 > refers to the Fock vacuum at the initial time η i . Let us now try to understand the classicalization of quantum fluctuation χ. If the occupation number is large, we find from |α 11 | 2 = 1 + |β 12 | 2 ≃ |β 12 | 2 i.e., < a a † >≃< a † a >. So to a high accuracy χ and p approximately commute and we say that the behaviour of the mode is essentially classical. This is how the particle production is related to decoherence. Thus due to copius particle production the quantum fluctuations decohere. This is known as 'decoherence without decoherence'. Now one technical aspect is to choose the initial time η i such that N(η i ) = 0. In other words we have to specify χ 1 (η i ) and χ 2 (η i ) such that N(η i ) = 0. We choose
This keeps the wronskian condition W (η) = i undisturbed. Now we may choose η i such that ω(η i ) = constant and the particle content of in vacuum is zero. For the moment we take this to be unity and evaluate B 12 = ib * 12 substituting A(η), B(η) and their derivatives in terms of χ 1,2 (η). We find assuming ω(η i ) = 1
Now it is easy to see that at η = η i , N(η) → 0. No particle content of the in vacuum is thus satisfied. The above expression allows us to study the the particle production in the instantaneous vacuum defined by a and a † . Here the particleantiparticle definition is fixed by the in vacuum with respect which we measure the number of particles in the out vacuum. So far our dicussion is general. We will now apply this results to the de Sitter expansion to study decoherence through particle production.
De Sitter Expansion
Let φ denotes a scalar field of mass m, and S(η) the scale factor for the RobertsonWalker spacetime with conformal line element. For the de Sitter case S(η) = − 1 H 0 η we have the temporal equation
Here ξ(4) = 1/6 and for minimally coupled scalar field we take ξ = 0. With R = 12H 2 0 for de Sitter spacetime, we get after the substitution z = −kη
For a free field the mode decouples, each of the k mode can be considered separately. Henceforth we omit the subscript k. Now the time variable z runs from large to small positive values since η ∈ (−∞.0). At early times z i >> 1 and we have using the WKB modes
With this choice the number of produced particles in course of motion is
Had we not chosen the WKB modes, the factor 1/2 in the third term would not have appeared. This has the consequence that it correctly reproduces the initial vacuum condition N(∞) = 0 in the limit z → z i → ∞. If one chooses the solution of (27) as
where H 1,2 are Hankel functions with ν = 9/4 − m 2 /H 2 (as in Mijic), the last term would not be 1/2 though the initial vacuum condition remain satisfied and in calculating N(z) at any other z values one must take into account the contribution of terms like
coming from the last term instead of factor 1/2. We correct this error by choosing the WKB mode solutions. This keeps the last factor equal to 1/2 for all the time. We will now discuss the importance of CWKB paths to ensue decoherence through particle production. We note that there are two cases (i) m 2 >> H For the case (ii) we are to evaluate N(z) within the turning points ±z 0 . So it is the evoluation for z << z 0 that decides the fate of the fluctuation. Here again we will apply the CWKB method to keep the particle-antiparticle definition fixed with respect to initial vacuum. From (25) we get the expression
For z not too large we may neglect the second term to get
We now evaluate the integral
where M = ( . It is evident from the expression that at z → ∞, N(∞) = 0 satisfying the initial vacuum condition. In evaluating the above expression of N 0 (z) we have not taken the variation of frequency i.e., we have taken
This N 0 (z) has been plotted (not shown) for various values of m/H 0 and the production of large number of particles is quite evident. Let us see how this N(z) is modified when we take particle production due to change in frequency. We now get
This N(z) is plotted in fig.1 . This fig.1 is in in conformity with the variation of frequency given by the expression
For α > 2, the frequency is real for all real values of z, so
and hence in this case the particle production is entirely due to rapid change of frequency at small z. The first bracketed term in (38) is now absent. The importance of our approach is that the single expression for N(z) represents all the characteristic features of particle production without using any approximation as is carried out in [17] . The case (i) is plotted in fig.2 . As this part involves explicitly the inclusion of complex paths, we discuss it in details in the next section.
Discussion of numerical results
The numerical results are plotted in fig.1 and fig.2 . We use single expression (38) to evaluate N(z).We plotted frequency square for various values of the parameter α = m 2 /H 2 0 (not shown) and found that for α > 2 the frequency is unity at early times and changes rapidly as soon as the physical wavelength of the mode crosses the Hubble radius. The oscillator remains upright all the times. For α < 2 the osciilator turns to an upside down in the same regime. We note from (13) that there will be a term to particle production proportional to fig.1 taking into account the frequency change while evaluating χ ′ 2 . For α < 2, the frequency turns imaginary for z << 1. Here the CWKB paths take crucial role.
Case α < 2: Here we take α = −4, 1.25, 1.1, 0 and plot the results in fig.1 . The behaviour of N(z) for the cases α = −4, 1.1, 0 is the same as in [17] , the peaks also comes in the right position in conformity with the expression for |ω ′ | |ω| . In our case the magnitude of N(z) is larger in all the three cases and is obtained without any approximation unlike the results in [17] . This lends support to the fact our result for the case α = 1.25 i.e., ν = 1 is quite correct. Mijic [17] treats this case as special case. The peak at z = 0.85 corresponds to the zero of ω 2 at this point. The difference that we observe may be ascribed to the following facts. When we calculate b 12 substituting A(z), B(z) and its derivative we get the last term of N(z) as in (31). Obviously the apprroximation made in [17] for χ 2 will not lead to a factor −i. With our WKB choice of modes we get the factor −i so that we measure a † a with respect to the in vacuum with zero particle content i.e., a i | 0 >= 0. The production of large number of particles at z < 1 is a clear indication that we will get here the classical condensate.
Case α > 2 : In this case the integral of ω(z) is always real and the particle number produced is much smaller compared to case I. We do not therefore expect any oscillations in this case. Leaving aside the first bracket term in (38) we find 
where z i is the point where the initial vacuum is defined. Now there is a complex path that contributes to z. This complex path starts from z i and follows the sequence z i → z → z 1 → (after turning at z 1 ) → z. Its contribution is proportional to
so that we have now
where χ
2 now denotes the new χ 2 after taking the complex trajectory contribution. Taking the complex turning point z 1 = +iM we get
Here (−i) has been introduced for reflection at z 1 and δ = z ω(z)dz = real given by (35). We now introduce repeated reflections between the two turning points. Eqn. (42) is modified as χ
Hence we get |χ
So we recover oscillation in N(z). For α > 2, we have now the result (since δ is real)
In evaluating (46), we have not used the variation of δ with respect to z. If this variation is included, (46) is modified as
We plot this N(z) in fig.2 for various values of α > 2. Interestingly, (47) is of the form
as in [17] . However our coefficients are different because in that work z dependence is introduced in δ in a different way. However we need not require any approximation for small z. The importance of our approach is that we need not require to evaluate the mode solutions and hence can be generalized to more complex cases. The present work is a good example in the cosmology where the CWKB paths play a definite role with a transperant physics. The continuation to complex paths will enable us to find a connection between entropy, and thermalization of the spectrum. However we will not discuss this aspect in the present paper.
We may now easily calculate the period of oscillation setting δ = π. In fig.2 we find five such cases. For α = 6.25 the oscillation is not transperant because of ], almost the same as in [17] . Another aspect of our result is that at small z << 1 i.e., for long-wavelength mode outside the Hubble radius the occupation number diverges as
using the expression of N(z) for α < 2. Thus for physical wavelength λ phy = 1/H 0 z we get
This result also coincides with Mijic except the factor 1/4.
Conclusion
The calculation shows that in de Sitter spacetime the classical condensate can only form for the case α < 2 i.e., the inflation field is very weakly coupled and nearly massless. We derive all the essential results from a single formula using CWKB modes. We find that the parameter m/H 0 plays a vital role in the formation of classical condensate . The role of de Sitter horizon distance H > 0 i.e., we recover the Planckin spectrum. M 2 < 0 is the region region for the formation of classical condensate. For small z the occupation number grows as in (45). As most of the results obtained in this work substantiate the results obtained in [17] , without going into further discussion, we let the readers read the concluding section of the cited work. What is new is the role of CWKB trajectory in generating the Planckian spectrum and is not mentioned in Mijic. Our CWKB expression of particle production is so simple that we need not require to keep track the correctness of the expressions employed in each stage for various values of m/H 0 . This is the advantage of our approach. A common statement that is made while discussing decoherence is that decoherence is proportional to the strength of the coupling and it vanishes if the coupling goes to zero. The analysis carried out here for free modes shows that we still get decoherence without being dependent on coupling constant. The reason for such a appearance of coupling-independent decoherence may be due to the some specific combination of fluctuations and the inflaton zero mode that can assemble to generate a new effective field . It is this object which actually rolls down. This interpretation saves the standard picture of how metric perturbation are generated during inflation with the spinodial growth of fluctuations dominating the late time behaviour of Bardeen variables for superhorizon modes during inflation. This view is expressed in [26] .
